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Bonjour de France - Diverse Vocabulary Topics

This excellent French learning page provides a number of exercises for speci c sets of
vocabulary. Short texts and videos introduce you to the different topics.

LanguageGuide.org - Illustrative Vocabulary

On this webpage you can nd vocabulary in different sets, such as greetings, numbers,
alphabet, weather, animals or food, which are then presented with pictures and audio.

Ver-Taal.com - Learn Interactively

This multifaceted learning portal provides a number of different exercises and
activities for practising vocabulary. From crosswords to memory – there's a bit of
everything.

TV5 Monde: Merci Professeur - Historical Information about French
Phrases

This video series from TV5 Monde contains interesting videos about the background
and signi cance of common French phrases. This page is best for advanced learners.

Moddou - Multimedia Vocabulary Learning

On this learning webpage you can nd a number of interactive exercises with pictures
and sound that make learning new words fun! Some exercises will test your listening
comprehension.

YouTube: Learn French with FrenchPod101.com - French Vocabulary

Organised by topic, these videos present French vocabulary to you with audio
pronunciation and a picture of the word. English subtitles are also displayed for each
word.

Goethe Verlag - Vocabulary with Fill-in-the-Blanks

Here you can nd 200 short ll-in-the-blank quizzes that will test your French
vocabulary knowledge. The tests are organised by level of dif culty.

Jeux de français - Match Words and Pictures

This site provides vocabulary exercises for different topics. In each exercise you must
choose the correct word by looking at the picture. In this way you can learn new
words with visual cues.

Lexique FLE - Vocabulary in Context

This site provides interactive exercises with audio and image les. You will learn
vocabulary together with the context in which it is used and the proper
pronunciation. The learning content is available online or to be downloaded.
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